
SERBIA TENNIS
CAMP 2024



1 Play on Red Clay

WHY SERBIA
CAMP?

2 Train with
International Players

3 Develop a Top-Level
Strategic Game

4 Daily Tactical,
Technical and Fitness
Training

5 Compete in
Tournaments



For a tennis player aiming to play at a competitive junior tennis

level, finding the successful way to play on the red clay court

surface becomes an essential. The hard court surface

incentivizes an excessively aggressive and fast play style for a

player, while the red clay surface makes the player think in a

more strategic way to claim the point, as the red clay surface

promotes slower and higher bouncing balls. Omni surface is a

surface only found in Japan that uses sand instead of red clay.

Hence, it is not a surface found and played in other countries of

the world. Finally, the red clay surface not only does create the

space for strategic thinking, but also creates room for improved

top spin shot quality. Serbia tour opportunity will build up the

foundation necessary for players through the daily practice on

the red clay courts. Competitive players participate in 4

tournaments during the junior time being. Through playing

matches against players from on an international scale, the

player will have the chance to understand where they stand

against players around the world and how those individuals play.

Key of this Tour: - Day-to-day practice on the red clay courts -

Enhanced racket technique, cardio and mental endurance,

strategic thinking on the court - Matches against Top players of

the European and Serbian Junior Tournament. - Building up the

skills and the hunger to win necessary for a pro tennis player -

Many practice match opportunities with Serbian players

DEVELOP ON RED CLAY



TOURNAMENTS
European / Intl. Tournaments

Serbian Tournaments

Up to 4 tournaments per player

Available for under 10, 12, 14, 16, 18

DAILY SCHEDULE
7:00-7:30 - Breakfast

8:00-9:00 - Fitness Training

10:00-12:30 - Tennis Lesson

13:00-14:00 - Lunch

14:00-16:00 - Rest Time

16:00-18:30 - Tennis Lesson

19:00-20:00 - Dinner

20:00-21:30 - Free Time

21:30 - Sleep Time



COACHES
Bosko Tesic - Director

Director of YTI in Japan

https://ytitennis.com/bosko/

https://serbiantennisbridge.com/

Vlada Zradkovic - Head Coach

Serbian National Coach

Ex-Professional / NCAA D1

Janko Tipsarevic Doubles Partner

Bojan Zradkovic - Coach

ATP/WTA Hitting Partner &

Coach

Prior ATP Rank: 1577

CAMP
INFORMATION

Date: Jul. 1. 2024 - Jul. 29. 2024

4 weeks (28 days)

Camp Fees: 900Euro / Week + Tax

4 Weeks: 3,600Euro + Tax

Additional Fees:

Airplane Ticket

Self-insurance

Tournament Regustration

Contact Information:

tesic.bosko@gmail.com

+81 (0)8015131013


